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Abstract
This paper presents a source-filter based adaptive harmonic
model (aHM) that can modify prosody of given speech sig-
nals. Although the conventional aHM generates a homogeneous
replication of the input speech, it is not suitable for prosody
modification since temporal and spectral information are in-
terweaved. The proposed method overcomes such limitation
by further decomposing the harmonic parameter extracted from
aHM into source and filter related components. By applying
source-filter structure to aHM, the proposed algorithm can mod-
ify pitch of the synthesized speech with introducing only minor
degradation. Both objective and subjective test results show that
the proposed algorithm can naturally manipulate pitch contour,
of which performance is much better than conventional algo-
rithms such as pitch synchronous overlap add (PSOLA) and
speech transformation and representation using adaptive inter-
polation of weighted spectrum (STRAIGHT).
Index Terms: Prosody modification, pitch modification, speech
analysis, speech synthesis, harmonic model.

1. Introduction
Speech prosody consists of 3 components: pitch, loudness and
duration [1]. Prosodic features of the spoken speech are affected
by emotional state of the speaker, context of the speech, and
even with language variations. Using prosody, it is possible to
change the essential meaning of the speech without altering the
linguistic content. In this extent, researches related to prosody
has become one of the hottest topics for various application ar-
eas such as speech and prosody recognition [1], [2] and speech
synthesis [3], [4], [5] in the past couple of decades.

Researches for synthesizing speech with various prosodic
information generally require separate sets of speech corpus for
each application. For instance, synthesizing speech with two
distinct emotions requires a modelling of two separate speech
corpus affiliated with the specific emotion. Another solution
to such problem is to manipulate the prosodic information of
a given speech to a certain target prosody. Such methods are
referred to as prosody modification [6].

The objective of prosody modification is to modify prosodic
features of a given speech to make it more expressive, explicit
and even emotional. Previous literatures can be classified into
two groups depending whether the algorithm involves paramet-
ric or non-parametric schemes. Former approach, more fami-
lar to us as VOCODER, involves decomposing and extracting
parameters from the given speech and synthesizing speech us-
ing target prosody information. Well know algorithms such as
pulse or noise (PoN) model [7], mixed excitation linear predic-
tion (MELP) algorithm [8], glottal inverse filtering (GIF) model

[9], harmonic plus noise model (HNM) [10] and STRAIGHT
[11] fall under this catagory. The latter, non-parametric ap-
proach, applies the target prosody information directly to the
input speech. PSOLA [12], which finds pitch locations from
the source and maps it to the target pitch locations generated
from target prosody information, is a typical example of non-
parametric prosody modification algorithm.

It is well-known that the algorithms mentioned above suf-
fer from similar drawbacks. Quality of the synthesized speech
is degraded due to artifacts introduced in the synthesis phase.
Parametric prosody modification algorithms take source-filter
modelling based methods. Since the excitation source is gener-
ated only as an generic model of the excitation signal, the syn-
thesized sound ultimately cannot be free from the artifacts. For
PSOLA, locating exact position of pitch marks is crucial. How-
ever, implementing a robust pitch marker tracking algorithm is
not an easy task [13].

To overcome such drawbacks, aHM proposed in [14] is uti-
lized in this paper. Unlike the other parametric schemes, aHM is
a waveform approximation algorithm which takes an advantage
of the harmonic structure of the speech rather than employing a
source-filter model. For this reason, the speech synthesized us-
ing aHM is a homogeneous replica of input speech. Although
aHM is known to have high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), it is not
suitable for prosody modification because temporal and spectral
characteristics are highly correlated to the pitch information.

This paper introduces a source-filter based aHM which can
be used for prosody modification with almost no audible arti-
facts. Among the factors which contribute to speech prosody,
the scope of this paper is limited to manipulating pitch of the
speech only. Note that manipulating pitch information is much
more complex than the other components of prosody. It not
only requires changing mean or variance but also requires ma-
nipulating the evolution of the pitch contour [1].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes de-
tails of aHM which is the base model of the proposed algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is described in Section III which is fol-
lowed by evaluation of proposed algorithm in Section IV. Sec-
tion V is the conclusion1.

2. Background Theory
In this section, the analysis and synthesis procedure of aHM
used in [14] is described. The virtue of aHM and the funda-
mental flaw it has for prosody modification is also discussed.

1Most of this work was done during Sep. 2012 to Feb. 2013, while
JeeSok Lee was an intern under supervision of Speech Group at Mi-
crosoft Research Asia. The internship was co-funded by MSRA and
the Ministry of Knowledge and Economy of South Korea.
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Figure 1: RMSE of input speech signal and estimated speech
signal for each frame.

2.1. Adaptive Harmonic Model

We assume that a continuously varying pitch contour, f0(t),
of the speech signal is initially provided for aHM. Then, the
estimated speech signal, ŝ(t), of roughly three pitch period
long window centered around anchor instance ti is constructed
as multi-component amplitude modulated and frequency mod-
ulated (AM-FM) signal using complex exponents as follows
[15]:

ŝ(t) = 2R

(
K∑

k=1

ak(ti)e
jkφ0(t)

)
, (1)

where ejkφ0(t) represents the complex exponent and ak(ti) rep-
resents the amplitude and phase of the kth harmonic compo-
nent. The exponent term, φ0(t), of ejkφ0(t) is obtained by inte-
grating f0(t):

φ0(t) =
2π

Fs

∫ t

0

f0(τ)dτ. (2)

The number of harmonics for each frame, K, is defined by fun-
damental frequency of the current frame and the sampling fre-
quency:

K =

⌊
Fs

2f0(ti)

⌋
. (3)

The harmonic parameters, ak(ti), are obtained using the
least square (LS) method that minimizes the square error be-
tween the input and estimated speech signal [10]:

min
∑

{(s(t)− ŝ(t))w(t)}2, (4)

where s(t) is the input speech signal. Windowing function such
as Blackman window can be used for w(t) to weigh the ap-
proximation accuracy. From the parameters extracted, we gen-
erate estimated speech signal, ŝ(t), at each anchor point using
(1). Then various sized window, depending on the distances
between anchor points, is applied to ŝ(t) and overlap-and-add
(OLA) is performed to synthesize the output speech.

In aHM, parameter extraction points, referred to as anchor
points, are defined by the pitch information. These anchor
points are generated non-uniformly, roughly every quarter of
pitch duration.

ti+1 = ti +

⌊
Fs

4f0(ti)

⌋
, (5)

where t1 is the first sample of the speech. Pitch and harmonic
information are meaningful only in voiced regions. However, to
ensure that the anchor points are generated sequentially, we as-
sume that the pitch contour is a non-zero, continuous and finite
function for the entire interval regardless of whether the given
speech frame is voiced or not.

2.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of aHM

The merit of aHM is that the SNR between input and synthe-
sized speech is very high. Using w(t), the root-mean-square-
error (RMSE) between input and estimated signal, depicted in

Figure 1, is minimized near the anchor points for each frame.
By using a small segment of the estimated signal near the an-
chor point, where the error is expected to be small, very high
fidelity synthesized speech signal can be obtained.

In spite of its advantages, aHM is not suitable for modifying
the pitch of synthesized speech. Anchor points, which are de-
fined by the pitch contour, control temporal information of both
analysis and synthesis phase of aHM. Modifying pitch contour
in aHM may alter spectral envelopes since they are controlled
by harmonic frequencies and power of each harmonic. Hence
manipulating pitch will cause undesired distortion in both tem-
poral and spectral domain in the pitch modified speech.

3. Proposed Method
To overcome the limitations of aHM for prosody modification,
we propose some novel modifications to aHM. In this section,
details of the proposed algorithm is described, which is com-
posed of three subsections. In the first subsection, the analysis
phase of aHM is modified to remove the spectral envelope in-
formation from the harmonic parameters. The following sub-
section describes the process of decomposing newly extracted
harmonic parameters into offset information of each harmonic
waveform. Finally, the spectral envelope information extracted
in the first subsection, the offset information obtained in the
second subsection and the target pitch contour are employed to
synthesize speech having prosody of target pitch contour.

3.1. Separation of Spectral Envelopes

To separate the spectral envelope information from harmonic
parameters, we first estimate the vocal tract filter, h(t), using
linear prediction (LP) analysis. The vocal tract filter is then used
to color each complex harmonic exponents, somewhat similar to
[16] :

ρk(t) = h(t) ∗ ejkφ0(t). (6)

Rather than modelling residual excitation signal using ρk(t),
the amplitude component from kth harmonic is isolated:

ck(ti) =
∣∣∣〈ρk(t), ejkφ0(t)

〉∣∣∣ , (7)

where 〈 , 〉 denotes inner product between two vectors. Conse-
quently, the colored complex exponent of kth harmonic is de-
fined as follows:

ρ̃k(t) = ck(ti)e
jkφ0(t). (8)

We then replace ejkφ0(t) with ρ̃k(t) in (1) to generate the
new estimated speech signal:

s̃(t) = 2R

(
K∑

k=1

dk(ti)ρ̃k(t)

)
(9)

where dk(ti) represents amplitude and phase of the new har-
monic parameters. Finally, LS solution of (4), with s̃(t) instead
of ŝ(t), is used to obtain the new harmonic parameters.

By comparing equations (1) and (7) - (9), the following re-
lationship between the harmonic parameters ak(ti), ck(ti) and
dk(ti) can be defined:

ak(ti) = ck(ti)dk(ti). (10)

The magnitude information of ak(ti) is now in ck(ti) and the
phase information is in dk(ti). However, since ck(ti) can be
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obtained from spectral envelope and complex harmonic expo-
nents, ck(ti) is discarded for the subsequent procecures and
only dk(ti) is considered as the new harmonic parameter. Also,
the objective of the algorithm is to synthesize speech using
modified pitch information, of which results are meaningful
only in voiced regions. Hence, only the spectral information
is extracted and the new harmonic parameters are set to have
magnitude of one and zero phase for unvoiced regions.

3.2. Reconstruction of Parameters

The parameters, both spectral and harmonic, newly extracted
from previous section correspond to the original pitch informa-
tion. In order to generate smoothly propagating waveforms us-
ing the target pitch information, original parameters cannot be
used for synthesis phase; the parameters need to be processed
prior to the synthesis phase. Anchor points, ti, are generated
using original pitch information and distances between each an-
chor points do not resemble quarter of pitch durations for target
pitch information. Hence the anchor points are regenerated us-
ing target pitch contour to manipulate pitch information without
affecting the duration of the speech signal. To compensate the
mismatch between original and regenerated anchor points, the
parameters are reconstructed prior to synthesis phase. Param-
eter reconstruction is composed of analysis and regeneration.
In the analysis process, we decompose the extracted param-
eters and interpolate them with respect to the original anchor
points. We then resample the interpolated parameters according
to regenerated anchor points and restructure the parameters in
the regeneration process. The reconstructed parameters and tar-
get pitch information are used to synthesize the pitch modified
speech signal.

First, the parameters are decomposed for interpolation. The
spectral parameters are transformed into line spectral pairs
(LSP) and the new harmonic parameters, dk(ti), are divided
into magnitude and phase components:

dk(ti) = |dk(ti)| ej∠dk(ti). (11)

Magnitude components and LSPs can be directly interpolated
and resampled. To generate smoothly evolving waveforms,
however, it is imperative that the phase components be further
decomposed prior to interpolation.

Speech is known to have quasi-stationary characteristics.
This implies that the offset of sinusoidal wave for each har-
monic will be very similar between two consecutive pitch in-
tervals. Moreover, we can expect such offsets to be stationary
for short-time within a single syllable. Thus we exploit such
characteristic of speech to decompose the phase components
for reconstructing the harmonic parameters.

Due to the definition, progression of anchor points intro-
duces certain bias term to the phase components, ∠dk(ti).
Since the anchor points are roughly quarter of pitch durations
away, which is equivalent to πk/2, the bias term can be re-
moved as follows:

εk(ti) = ∠dk(ti)− π

2
ik. (12)

The bias removed phase, εk(ti), of each harmonic is then un-
wrapped time-wise. Unwrapped εk(ti)s still suffer from differ-
ent propagation speed, because sinusoids of higher frequency
propagate faster. Hence propagation speed is normalized by di-
viding unwrapped εk(ti) by the index of each harmonic:

ε̄k(ti) =
εk(ti)

k
. (13)

We now find relationship between ε̄k at each anchor point:

δk(ti) = ε̄k(ti)− ε̄k−1(ti), (14)

for k = 1, 2, ...,K. ε̄0(ti) is defined as a term to remove any
pitch related components from the first harmonic:

ε̄0(ti) = φ0(ti)− π

2
i, (15)

where φ0(t) is obtained from (2). The δ1(ti) now represents
the offset of sinusoid of the first harmonic and the other δk(ti)s
represent relationships between each harmonics. Hence we re-
fer δk(ti) as decomposed harmonic phase.

The resulting LSP parameters, |dk(ti)|s and δk(ti)s are
now interpolated using original anchor points. Linear interpo-
lation is employed to interpolate LSPs and |dk(ti)|s, whereas
cubic spline technique is employed to interpolate δk(ti) to en-
sure both δk(ti)s and their derivatives are continuous. Once the
interpolated contours are generated, the parameters are resam-
pled at the regenerated anchor points, tls. The new harmonic
parameters at the regenerated anchor points are obtained as:

d̃k(tl) = |d̃k(tl)|ej∠d̃k(tl), (16)

where ∠d̃k(tl) is obtained through an inverse process of (12)
- (15) by reconstructing ε̄k(tl) from δk(ti) and the target pitch
contour. Finally, the speech is synthesized from reconstructed
parameters and target pitch using equations (6) - (9).

Even with all the estimation procedure, it is still impos-
sible to keep the number of harmonics equal for analysis and
synthesis phase due to the change in pitch informaion. Hence
the number of harmonics is regulated by either discarding re-
dundant harmonics or assuming insufficient harmonics to have
magnitude of -300 dB and zero phase as done in [14].

4. Evaluation
The algorithm proposed in this paper, which is based on aHM,
can modify prosody of a given speech while preserving fidelity
of the synthesized speech signal. In this section, tests are con-
ducted to evaluate performance of the proposed algorithm.

4.1. Simulation Setup

40 short speech sentences were chosen from the Arctic database
[17] to perform evaluations (2 male and 2 female US English
native speakers, with 10 sentences from each speaker). Sam-
pling frequency of the samples was set to 16kHz. Each sam-
ple lasts only a couple of seconds, ranging from 4 to 8 voiced
utterances per sample. Original pitch contour and target pitch
contour are provided prior to the simulation. Original pitch con-
tour is obtained by linearly interpolating pitch trajectory of in-
put speech, which is extracted using a toolkit from STRAIGHT.
Target pitch is obtained by manually altering the original pitch
contour. For each sample, the pitch contour is modified to em-
phasize a certain word in the sentence. The pitch of that particu-
lar utterance was raised by approximately 20%. In the proposed
algorithm, 24th order LP analysis is used to extract spectral en-
velope and white Gaussian noise (WGN) is employed to syn-
thesize unvoiced frames.

Both resynthesis using original pitch contour, resynthe-
sis in short, and pitch modification simulations are performed.
Proposed algorithm and aHM are used to generate output
speech using resynthesis. To synthesize pitch modified speech,
PSOLA, STRAIGHT and proposed algorithm are used. The
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Figure 2: SNR distribution of speech generated from analysis-
by-synthesis.
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Figure 3: Distribution of LSD of spectral envelopes for pitch
modified speech.
input samples and corresponding synthesized speeches can be
found on the following web-page:
http://dsp.yonsei.ac.kr/SFaHM_2013
In the following sections, objective and subjective evaluations
are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed al-
gorithm using the speech samples given above. Spectrograms
for one of the sample speech signals are provided as an example
to compare the results of pitch modification algorithms. Since
pitch is only meaningful in voiced region, all the objective com-
parisons will be done only in voiced regions. Using window of
20ms long with 5ms shift provides over 9000 voiced frames,
which is more than enough to make meaningful comparisons.

4.2. Resynthesis Comparison

In order to establish the quality of speech resynthesized using
the proposed method, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between input
and resynthesized speech signals are measured and compared.
Figure 2, which depicts the SNR distribution of aHM and pro-
posed algorithm, shows that the performance of the proposed
algorithm is just as good as that of aHM in synthesizing voiced
regions.

4.3. Pitch Modified Synthesis Comparison

To evaluate the quality of pitch modification, both objective and
subjective tests are conducted. Since the objective of the pro-
posed algorithm is to manipulate pitch without distorting other
features, such as spectral envelope and duration of each sylla-
ble, log-spectral distance (LSD) of spectral envelopes, l(t, k),
between input speech and pitch modified speech are measured
to evaluate objective quality of pitch modification. LSD is only
measured for 0 to 4kHz because perceptual utterance is domi-
nated by lower frequency components. LSD is hence defined as
follows:

DLSD =
1

T

T∑
t=1

√√√√ 4

NFFT

NFFT /4∑
k=1

(lorg(t, k)− lsyn(t, k))2,

(17)
where T and NFFT denote number of frames and frequency
bins in each frame. For the subjective test, A/B/X preference
test is conducted. Nine experts in speech signal processing field
listen to randomized utterances synthesized by three methods,
and provide preference.

Figure 3 shows the LSD distribution of pitch modification
results. It is clear that the distortion is much smaller for the
proposed method when compared to the conventional methods.

Figure 4: Results of preference tests.

Figure 5: Spectrograms of input speech (top-left) and
pitch modified speeches using PSOLA (top-right), STRAIGHT
(bottom-left) and proposed algorithm (bottom-right).

Figure 4 is the result of preference test, which shows that pitch
modified speech synthesized using the proposed algorithm out-
performs both conventional algorithms.

Spectrograms in Figure 5 illustrate how the pitch contours
are manipulated and provide comparisons between pitch modi-
fication algorithms. By comparing spectrogram of input, on the
top-left, to the pitch modified speeches, the rest, it is clear that
the pitch and corresponding harmonic frequencies have been
raised in pitch modified speeches, roughly in between 0.8 and
1 second interval. From where the arrows are pointing in each
spectrogram, it can be also seen that the structure of harmonics
is much more evident in the proposed algorithm when compared
to those of PSOLA and STRAIGHT. From such results, we
confirm that the proposed algorithm modifies pitch of a given
speech more naturally than conventional methods.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a source-filter based adaptive har-
monic model which can be used for prosody modification. By
applying a source-filter structure to aHM, the proposed algo-
rithm can modify pitch of the synthesized speech with introduc-
ing only minor degradation. Objective test results showed that
the proposed algorithm works as well as aHM for analysis-by-
synthesis. Subjective tests showed also that the quality of pitch
modified speeches sound more natural than those synthesized
using PSOLA and STRAIGHT. Unlike PSOLA, there is no need
to remove or duplicate a pitch depending on the modified pitch
information for proposed algorithm. Also, the proposed algo-
rithm reconstructed speech from the parameters extracted from
the original input speech, unlike STRAIGHT which generates
the excitation source based on a generic source model. Such
characteristics of proposed model made it possible to synthe-
size a natural pitch modified speech.
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